
  

 

 

Essex Area Update 
 

Welcome to the July Edition of the Essex Area Update 

 

The Battle of Felsted 

 

I am writing this for Area Council to initiate a discussion about footpath 

closures, how we fight them, how best we involve members, and how we deal 

with Essex County Council. I begin with a description of an attempted closure of 

footpaths at Felsted Mill, and conclude with some bullet points about lessons 

we can learn as a basis for debate by Area Council which might form our future 

policy. 

  

The story 

  

This is a story of landowners trying by whatever means they can to get 

footpaths shut, Essex County Council’s officers taking the landowners’ position 

and not standing up for walkers, the complete lack of transparency of ECC 

actions in closing Public Rights of Way (PRoW), and the Ramblers fighting over 

many months to save them. 

  

In 2017 the landowners of Felsted Mill and the three houses next to it proposed 

building a bridge across the River Chelmer, downstream from the Mill. They 

proposed to fund this and divert the riverside path (Felsted Footpath 59) from 

the bottom of their gardens and shut the existing bridge (Great Waltham 

Footpath 10) that runs across the Mill race. This diversion would involve the 

riverside path being transferred to a busy road with no pavement. The Mill was 



built in the late 19th century; the riverside path predates that and the houses 

whose gardens face the footpath.  

  

The diversion was issued for consultation by ECC in June 2017. The owner of 

the farmland where the proposed bridge was to be built objected, stating the 

need for safeguards to stop motorcycles and other abuses. The landowners 

responded with a number of unreasonable and unpleasant comments. As the 

local Footpath Secretary, I objected on behalf of the Ramblers. Local residents 

also objected and raised the issue with the Parish Council. Both of these 

actions were met with personal attacks and comments about being "peeping 

Toms" from the landowners. 

  

A second diversion, expecting walkers to walk an additional 0.75 km up one 

side of the river and back on the other side, was proposed by ECC in June 

2018. As this still included the long road walk and loss of the riverside path, I 

objected to the proposal. Again, unpleasant emails were received from the 

landowners.  

  

I had made a proposal to transfer the path to the other side of the river, thus 

retaining the riverside walk. This was rejected out of hand. The landowners 

requested site meetings. I felt that with the personal abuse and the dismissal of 

my proposal, there was little common ground and thus no point in a meeting. 

  

In September 2018 the landowners meet ECC officers on site and managed to 

get them to condemn the Mill bridge as unsafe, although two weeks before ECC 

officers had informed the Parish Council that it was safe. ECC officers then 

issued a temporary closure order for the bridge and footpath Great Waltham 10 

adjoining it. Footpath Felsted 59 was included in the order. I objected as the two 

paths are not joined and Felsted 59 can be walked even if the bridge is 

closed.  This resulted in me spending a considerable amount of time emailing 

and telephoning until ECC officers agreed to correct the order and instruct the 

landowners to reopen the path. This took 15 days. 



  

In September 2018 the Parish Council received a copy of a Temporary Closure 

of footpath Felsted 59. The email from ECC was never sent to me as Uttlesford 

Footpath Secretary, which makes me wonder what actions ECC would have 

taken if no objection had been raised. The reason given was that in wet weather 

the bridge was slippery, although it had not rained for three months. An ECC 

officer had emailed me some weeks before stating the reasons the landowners 

felt the path was unsafe, so clearly the householders had persuaded the ECC 

officer to place this order. 

  

 I made a number of attempts to get the Closure Order changed and in the end 

wrote to ECC’s CEO in September 2018.  Although the reply I received stated 

that the CEO could not get involved in such matters, the Order was lifted. The 

CEO's letter also stated that he expected transparency in such matters. 

However, subsequent actions did not demonstrate transparency.  

  

The landowners only responded to the Order being lifted when the Enforcement 

Officer visited the site in October, after which the blockages were removed and 

the path reopened. In November 2018, ECC reissued the diversion proposal 

originally sent out in June 2017. In response, I confirmed that the Ramblers’ 

position remained that of objecting to the proposal. 

  

The local Group, Uttlesford, has supported me in all my work. Local members in 

Felsted have visited the site, reported blockages on the path, reported these to 

ECC and taken photos as evidence. In January 2019 the Group decided to 

write to Area Council asking it to support the fight to keep the paths open and 

any actions needed to do so. Area Council agreed and I informed the 

landowners and ECC officers accordingly. It also resulted in the landowners 

ringing Gordon Bird, our Area Chair, to confirm Area Council’s action.  

  

The fact that it was no longer a single Rambler but all the Groups acting 

together made a considerable difference. The responses from ECC improved 



and the pressure from the landowners stopped. 

  

Turning to the closed bridge, I emailed Ramblers’ Central Office pointing out 

that the action by ECC to shut this off was actually blocking a Right of Way and 

thus a notice under the Highways Act, Section 130A, should be issued. This 

Section allows any member of the public to give notice that they want action 

taken to reopen a path, and requires ECC to undertake the appropriate work. In 

the event of no action being taken, after a reasonable time the matter can be 

referred to the County Court. Central Office agreed that there was a case, so I 

then advised ECC that I would be starting the legal process. 

  

This resulted in a lot of emails about the proposed diversion and how that would 

solve the problem. I responded by pointing out the diversion might or might not 

be put in place, there might be an Inquiry, and that planning permission for the 

diversion might not be given. In any case, all this would take two to three years, 

and a footpath closed for this period was unacceptable. This was followed by a 

meeting in Chelmsford on 3 April 2019 between the landowners, six ECC 

officers and me.  

  

The officers worked through the issues, pointing out that the footpaths were 

over 150 years old, that they found the proposed diversion onto a road unsafe, 

and that it was cheaper to rebuild the bridge than move it. It was agreed that the 

bridge would be surveyed, and the work programmed to be completed by 

March 2020. They also agreed to review the route of the footpath at the bottom 

of the gardens to ensure that it was in the correct place. They wished this 

review to take six months. I objected to this, and we eventually agreed on 21 

days. In view of the commitment to reopen the bridge and keep the footpath 

open, I suspended the Section 130A action for the foreseeable future.  

  

The survey of the footpath found that work was needed to ensure that the 

correct route was walked. ECC wanted to close the footpath immediately, and 

for it to remain closed until they had found the money to undertake the work. I 



have formally objected to this and in the event that they issue an order closing 

the path, I will issue a Section 130A as there is no apparent safety reason. I am 

currently awaiting a response to my objection. 

  

The story is not over yet and knowing the way the landowners have acted 

before, I expect more problems. I would like to say that ECC will build the 

bridge on time but experience of similar issues does not give me confidence. 

The issue with footpath Felsted 59 shows how easy it is to find a new problem. 

Unless we take a stand against the attitude of landowners and ECC, paths will 

close on a continuing basis. 

  

Conclusions: lessons to be learned 

  

Comments are invited on the following thoughts, set out in no particular order of 

importance: 

   

1. ECC is not transparent. In this case it appeared to act in the interests of 

landowners rather than walkers. There was an inability to communicate 

with or even make any attempt to involve the Ramblers in important 

decisions. A mechanism needs to be put in place to ensure that similar 

situations do not arise in future. How can we bring this about? 

   

2. To successfully fight ECC and landowners, we need to work with all 

interested bodies and involve elected councillors at local and county 

level. 

   

3. We should use all available means of publicity to enlist the public’s 

support and embarrass ECC and landowners, including press releases, 

letters to the local press, interviews with local radio and use of social 



media. Groups need to get better at using publicity. 

   

4. Ordinary members should be made aware of the need to report major 

problems with footpaths to their group’s Footpath Secretary or other 

group officers. They also need a fuller appreciation of the work being 

done by Footpath Secretaries to keep their footpaths open. 

   

5. We have to set up a procedure, agreed by Area Council that supports 

any Footpath Secretary, Group or member raising a major footpath 

problem. The procedure needs to be able to follow the problem through 

until successfully resolved. 

   

6. At present, footpath problem are not discussed at Area Council. As this 

is a major part of what the Ramblers is about, this needs to be 

addressed. A standing agenda item would ensure Area Council are 

aware of issues and can provide their support. Groups can only support 

the actions of Footpath Secretaries working on their behalf and the 

abuses of ECC officers if they are aware of the issues. 

  

  

Alan Goffee, Uttlesford Footpath Secretary 

  



 

  

  

The proposal is to remove riverside path C-G-B-E, and the new bridge to 

provide a crossing at F-E. Diversion from C, along Footpath 60, then out on to 

road to walk down to F. 

 

Ann McLaren - Essex Area President - Membership Report 

 

Every few months as your President I take it upon myself to writing a piece for 

the update. Today I wanted to tell you about another way I spend my time when 

I have my Essex Area Ramblers Membership Secretaries head on. I am in 

regular monthly contact with a dedicated band of ramblers who work mostly 

behind the scenes within all of our groups. The Group Membership Secretaries. 

Without some of them being in post and keeping the records many of you 

reading this article may miss out on information about Group events. 

 



I am including a paragraph from the new ‘welcome letter’ that will in the next 

few days be making its way out to members of a rather fast-growing group here 

within Essex that has no organised walks programme or group officers. It is for 

people who wish to be Essex Area Members for other reasons than socializing 

like just wanting to support the Ramblers cause. All Ramblers matter so an 

initial contact with them seems important and so I will on your behalf in future 

contact new members of Area Members Group when they first join. They are all 

part of our larger Essex family. The paragraph to which I refer reads as follows; 

 

 “Essex is a very friendly Ramblers Area run by volunteers with assistance 

when needed from Central Office. We aim to keep members and the general 

public informed on walking and Ramblers matters in Essex. Area Council, 

appointed by the AGM, sits regularly throughout the year making decisions on 

exactly how. Essex Area Ramblers is basically organised by acting on 

recommendations made by the Area Executive. 

 

In addition to Area Members group, there are 21 Essex Groups. 15 that provide 

a programme of walks and events for members based within a smaller 

geographical area. 3 Friends Groups spread across Essex provide shorter and 

slower walks finishing with an optional group meal, Hike provide walks and 

events for working age people and Trek for 18 to 30-year-old walkers within 

Essex Area.  Our latest Group is called Estuary Pramlers they cater for the 

needs of those with young children. Footpath maintenance is done by a number 

of groups across Essex who have set up dedicated working parties. 

 

Other useful links available are from the Area Website including to; Named long 

Distance paths in Essex, Network Rail on path crossings and potential closures, 

and finally many more routine aspects of Footpath concerns, including how to 

report faults to ECC, guidance on blocked paths, and basic rights of way law. 

We are so pleased you have joined us and hope this letter has been of 

assistance in making your membership more complete.” 

 



As our Groups prepare for the Essex Festival of walks to be held this autumn, I 

hope most of you will get out on one or more of this exciting series of walks. Do 

not restrict yourselves to just giving support your own group’s day. I can count 

as friends’ members from at least 7 Groups. How many more fellow Ramblers 

and walking areas can you find as a result of this event? I hope it’s a least 3 or 

more.   

 

Happy Walking 

Ann McLaren Essex Area President. 

 

 

Frank Holzmann 

 

Frank died on the 8th May, following a struggle with a memory-related illness. 

Frank joined the RA in 1972 and succeeded Peter Spence as West Essex 

Chairman in 1988. At his first AGM as Chair in November 1989, he set up the 

Parish Adopter Scheme, with a volunteer adopter being responsible for 

surveying the footpaths of each parish. He soon reported the Essex CC and 

Epping Forest DC to the Ombudsman for failing to carry out their statutory 

responsibilities. 

 

He was an active member of Bill Govey’s working parties, for which he took 

responsibility when Bill died, guiding the group to the situation where we worked 

in close co-operation with the District Council and Country Care, who provided 

finance and “furniture”. He was prominent in the organisation of the walking of 

our first long distance footpath in 1993, the Thames Path.  Group holidays and 

weekend breaks soon followed. He was adept at getting volunteers for jobs and 

oversaw the “changing of the guard” as younger members with new ideas 

replaced the old as they retired from office. Over £10,000 was raised and 

donated to HQ during his term in office. 

 

He had many interests outside the Ramblers, the most notable being amateur 



dramatics. 

 

It remains for me to say “thank you Frank” and to offer our best wishes and 

condolences to close friends and family at this sad time. 

 

John Francis, Member, West Essex Walks Committee 

 

  

  

 

 

 



Devolution, Organisational Design and Location 

 

As you know from the regular volunteer newsletter updates, we launched the 

Devolution, Organisational Design and Location programme in February, 

confirmed the appointment of Arup as our consultants in April, and let you know 

the names of the volunteer members of the working group in May. 

  

We embarked on this new programme to ensure that we are fit for the future - 

relevant, responsive and modern -  whilst also recognising and retaining all the 

good things about the Ramblers, which have made us such a successful 

campaigning charity in the past. Through this programme we want to ensure we 

are  keeping pace with the rapidly evolving external environment and can be 

confident that our organisational design and the location of our offices across 

Great Britain are appropriate for our future needs.  

We have promised to keep you regularly updated on our progress throughout 

this programme. As such, we are pleased to be able to report that the 

programme has made a great start.  As you are aware it kicked-off in May with 

a six-week listening and fact-finding phase.  The working group (consisting of 

some trustees, some staff and volunteers from Scotland, Wales and the English 

regions) gathered together to share the findings from this “discovery” stage and 

embark on the “define” phase on 12 June. 

  

In this workshop, we discussed the capabilities which we think the Ramblers will 

need for the future, looked at the key factors which will influence the optimal 

location of our offices, and identified criteria which we will use when weighing 

up our future design options. It was terrific to see our staff and volunteers 

listening to each other, sharing similar - and differing – perspectives openly, and 

realising that there are no “right or wrong” answers to some of the big 

questions. 

  

Once the board have some tangible recommendations from the working group 

in the Autumn, we will consult you, because whatever we ultimately decide to 



 

do, we must decide together as a unified team of volunteers and staff.  In the 

interim, we will continue to update you on progress via the volunteer newsletter. 

If you have any questions on the programme, or if you wish to contact one of 

the volunteer representatives to share any thoughts about your region or nation 

with them, please contact Van at ceo@ramblers.zendesk.com or Kate at 

ramblerschair@ramblers.org.uk so that we can connect you.  

 

 

June Volunteer News 

 

Click here for the June Edition of the Ramblers Volunteer News  
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